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The Ambition Loop
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The Ambition Loop



Strategically influencing EU-
funding for the built environment
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Built4People Objectives

• B4P is a co-programmed public-private partnership
• The partners advise the commission where to invest its research 

and innovation budget
• ERN is co-leading the private side of the partnership with ECTP

2019: 
ERN invited 

to co-lead the 
B4P proposal

Q2 2021: 
MoU signed 

between 
Commission, 

WorldGBC Europe 
and ECTP

Q3 202:1 
First B4P 

calls launched

Q4 2021: 
B4P Partnership 

Board established

01 June 22:
First Annual 
Stakeholder 

Forum (virtual)

Nov 2022: 
Work 

programme 
2023-24 

published
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Built4People Objectives

#EUGreenDeal #RenovationWave #NewEuropeanBauhaus
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Built4People Objectives

3 general objectives 

GO1 Generate holistic innovation in the built 
environment towards sustainability

GO2
Revitalise the sector through 
decarbonisation and sustainability 
transition

GO3 Induce lasting behavioral change 
towards sustainable living

10 specific objectives

SO1 Solutions to lower CO2 and resource intensity and mainstream LCA-based approach

SO2 Solutions that increase sector integration

SO3 Demonstrate economic benefits of new sustainable and circular business models

SO4 Demonstrate sector decarbonisation pathways across whole value chain

SO5 Demonstrate industrialization potential and economies of scale

SO6 Develop strategies, methods and tools to adapt skills, culture and way of working

SO8 Improved outcomes in terms of function, comfort, convenience, access, health etc

SO9 Demonstrate safeguarding and promotion of cultural heritage

SO10 Develop strategies, solutions and tools to reduce time to market

SO7 Engage the whole value chain as well as policy makers and civil society



The Built4People Partnership is launching the NEBULA Project
NEBULA will support a European network of Innovation Clusters
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Built4People Innovation Clusters - NEBULA

4. Knowledge sharing and peer-learning
actions

3. R&I support activities for the B4P 
Innovation Clusters

1. Creation & nurturing of a network of B4P 
Innovation Clusters

NEBULA:
New European 

Bauhaus Unlocked 
through Built4People-

endorsed Local Actions 

5. Long-term cooperation 2. Business models development & finance 
help desk, 
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The Ambition Loop
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What is it and how can it help reorient capital?

The EU Taxonomy

An “inventory” 
for the future

A transition tool A reporting enabler

Set out in 
‘Level 2’ EU law

DynamicEvidence & science-based
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What is it and how can it help reorient capital?

The EU Taxonomy

Objectives 1 & 2: CLIMATE CHANGE Objectives 3-6

Mitigation Transition to a circular economy

Adaptation Pollution prevention and control

Sustainable use and protection of 
water and marine resources

Protection and restoration of
biodiversity & ecosystems

Technical Screening Criteria
under development

Technical Screening Criteria 
in the 1st Delegated Act
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What does it mean for the sector?

The EU Taxonomy

Transition to a Circular 
economy

Climate change 
adaptation 

Climate change 
mitigation 

Minimum 
safeguards

Do no 
significant 

harm

Substantially 
contribute OR OR

Adaptation 
Circular economy

Pollution
Water

Biodiversity

Mitigation 
Circular economy

Pollution
Water

Biodiversity

Circular economy
Pollution

Water
Biodiversity

Mitigation
Adaptation 

UN Guiding Principles and OECD Guidelines 
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